Hazard functions and expected spike density functions for neuron spike activity in the cochlear nucleus of the cat.
The goal of these experiments was to evaluate the effect of stimulus evoked input and post spike refractoriness on the shapes of post stimulus time histograms (PSTHs). The time courses of spontaneous and/or evoked activity were studied in 153 neurons located predominantly in the dorsal cochlear nucleus in cats anesthetized with Nembutal. Tone bursts were presented to the ipsilateral ear in a free sound field. About half the cells were characterized by the pauser/build-up type of PSTH. Marked refractoriness was evidenced by relatively long recovery times of the hazard functions of spontaneous and tone-evoked spike activity. On presentation of tonal bursts, the time dependence of the probability of the first spike in the absence of a preceding spike (expected spike density function) was greater than the PSTH (actual spike density function). The initial PSTH peak with pause was shaped primarily by stimulus evoked input, whereas refractoriness tended to diminish the build-up portion of the PSTH. In chopper cells, PSTH peaks were usually not reflected in expected spike density functions showing that post spike refractoriness plays a major role in shaping the PSTH. In primary-like cells, refractoriness was small and had little effect on the shape of the PSTH. Some presumptively inhibitory cells showed a tendency to burst discharges with non-monotonic hazard functions. A very small number of cells showed a tendency to internal tuning to a defined signal periodicity.